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70cm  ANTENNAS  for  ATV
Jim Andrews, KH6HTV

In the summer of 2011, in response to a request from our local ARES group, BCARES, I
did a major study to find suitable antennas for amateur TV for the 70cm and 23cm bands.
A major  criteria  for  ATV antennas being they need to  be extremely broad-band, and
preferably cover the entire band.   I set up an antenna range in my back yard and spent
over three weeks measuring many different antennas.   The results and recommendations
were documented in my 2011 Application Note, AN-4, "Antennas for Ham TV" [1].

Fig. 1 View of the Antenna Test Range from the transmitter location.
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Recently, I moved out of the city of Boulder to a rural, residential area on the prairie
where every house has 2+ acres of land.   The 2011 antenna measurements were made in
in the back yard of a 1/4 acre city lot.   I now own a 2 1/4 acre lot with a very large, open,
flat, pasture with no obstructions.   Ideal for setting up an antenna measurement range.    I
now also own a much more accurate spectrum analyzer than in 2011.   It is a Rigol DSA-
815.   I thus decided to repeat some of my 2011 measurements, in the hopes of achieving
more accurate results.

Fig. 1 above shows the large open pasture used for the antenna range.   The small blue car
seen in the far distance on the right side of the photo is at the test antenna receive site.
The  distance  between  the  transmitter  and  receiver  sites  was  75  yards.    For  visual
reference, the KH6HTV, 50 ft. tower with an HF hex beam antenna is on the left side of
the photo.

The test signal source was a synthesized signal generator driving a model 70-7B, 70cm,
linear amplifier.  The output power was set to  +34dBm.   The antenna was a junk box,
6", BNC rubber duck, which was found to work well with good vswr over both 23cm and
70cm bands.  The antenna was mounted on a bracket supported by a camera tripod.  This
source was set up in the north-west corner of the pasture.

Fig. 2   DB-411, 70cm, four folded dipole, co-linear antenna under test.
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At the receive site, 75 yards away, in the south-east  corner of the pasture, a 12" dia.
concrete "bulls-eye" was planted on the ground for use as a positioning reference point.
Fig. 2 shows a DB-411 antenna positioned over the bulls-eye and pointing toward the
transmitter which is at the far end of the field on the left side of the photo near the large
tree.   The front range of the Rocky mountains are visible on the horizon.   Figs. 1 & 2
show that the test range is very open, flat and free of obstructions.   Most test antennas
were mounted at 6ft. on a 5ft. mast supported by a 3ft. antenna tripod.   For testing hand-
held radio antennas, I mounted them on a 13"x17" aluminum ground plane resting on top
of the 3ft. antenna tripod, Fig. 3.    For testing mobile antennas, I positioned my Saab
convertible over the bulls-eye and mounted the antennas on the trunk lid using their own
magnetic mounts.

Fig. 3 Ground Plane test platform for testing hand-held radio antennas.
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Fig. 4 REFERENCE  ANTENNA,   Gain = 2.2dBi

The Reference Antenna, Fig. 4, used for all the measurements was a 1/4 λ ground plane.
It consited of a #8 solid copper vertical radiating element plus four, #12 solid copper
wires drooping at a 45o angle, all mounted on a type N jack.   The antenna was tuned for a
resonance frequency of 430MHz with a return loss of -30dB.   The return loss at the band
edges was -14dB.   The reference gain of this antenna is +2.2dBi.

Received signal strengths were measured using the Rigol DSA-815 spectrum analyzer.
The  analyzer  was  positioned  some  distance  away  from  the  antenna  under  test  and
connected  to  the  antenna  with  a  30ft.  LMR-400  coax  cable.    There  were  some
atmospheric instabilites due to fluctuating wind, etc.   Thus for each measurement, ten
readings were taken and averaged.   The typical σ of measurements ranged from 0.05 to
0.2dB.  Depending upon the antenna being tested, signal levels ranged from -60dBm to
-20dBm.   Measurements were taken at the center of each of the five, 6 MHz, 70cm, TV
channels.  (i.e. 423, 429, 435, 441 & 447 MHz).  No RFI was noted on any of the test
frequencies.

Quite a few different antennas were tested.    The results published here in Table 1 are
only for those antennas which are suitable for use for wide-band, 70cm amateur TV, and
which are also commercially available.   The sole exception is the AEA telescoping whip
(see details later).   Note:  this list in not all inclusive of the many possible antennas
which could be used for ATV.   It is only a summary of those tested by KH6HTV.
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Table 1  ---  ANTENNA  GAIN in dBi
ANTENNA             (frequency in MHz) 423 429 435 441 447
Base Station Antennas:
Diamond X-50, 2m/70cm, omni 8.9 7.1 10.6 10.1 10.0
Diamond X-200, 2m/70cm, omni 4.2 4.9 8.6 11.3 12.0
Diamond X-6000, 2m/70cm/23cm, omni 2.8 6.0 10.6 13.4 12.7
DB Products, DB-411, 4 element co-
linear, cardiod pattern

17.9 14.4 17.0 17.1 16.5

KLM, 6 element, Yaggi, directional 10.3 10.3 11.5 13.4 9.9

Mobile Antennas:
Diamond NR2000NA, 2m/70cm/23cm 3.1 3.5 3.3 6.9 3.1
Larson NMO-440C, 70cm 1.9 1.8 2.0 5.1 -0.1

HT whip Antennas:
Diamond RH951S, 2m/70cm/23cm, BNC -2.6 -3.0 0 -2.0 -6.4
AEA, collapsible, 70cm (black tubing), 7 
5/8" to 15 3/4", BNC    (fully extended)

-0.1 -1.2 0 +0.7 -3.0

Nagoya NA-771, SMA(f) -3.2 -4.8 +1 -0.7 -3.0

COMPARISON to MFGR's SPECS:
Not all antenna manufacture's give very complete specifications.   Most are quite vague.
Some give gain in dB without specifying if it is dBi or dBd, or what their reference really
is.   Most  all  also do not  specify gain measurement  frequency,  nor  bandwidth.    The
following is the data I have gleaned from on-line search of spec. sheets for the above
antennas.

Diamond X-50NA  dual band 2m & 70cm Omni, Gain = 4.5dBi(2m) & 7.2dBi(70cm),
5.6ft., $95   I got similar gain values, but a bit higher.   Excellent antenna, useful over
whole 420-450 band.

Diamond X-200   dual band 2m & 70cm Omni, Gain = 6.0dBi(2m) & 8.0dBi(70cm), 8.3
ft., $125   I got similar (8dBi) at 435,  lower at low end of band and higher at top of
band, ±4dB.  NOT recommended for use below 435MHz.

Diamond X-6000   tri band 2m/70cm/23cm Omni,  Gain = 6.5dBi(2m) / 9dBi(70cm) /
10dBi(23cm),10.5 ft., $170   I got similar (10.6 vs. 8dBi) at 435,  lower at low end of
band and higher at top of band,  +3 & -7dB.  NOT recommended for use below 435MHz.

Andrew DB-411   Four folded dipole, co-linear. Gain = 11.2dBi, for top mount, quasi-
cardiod pattern,   F/B = 10dB, 20+MHz bandwidth, 9.4 ft., 25 lbs,  $500    I measured
very broad-band over entire band 420-450.   I do NOT understand why my measured
gain values (typically +17dBi) were so much higher than mfgr's  11dBi.   6dB higher.
Need more study of this issue.  I measured 9dB F/B.
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M-Squared 440-6SS  70cm Yaggi (is similar to my obsolete KLM yaggi)  Gain = 11dBi
(420-450MHz), 3 ft.,  3 lbs, $95   Excellent match to my measurements of 11dBi over
whole band

Diamond NR-2000NA   tri band 2m/70cm/23cm Mobile,  Gain = 3.7dBi/6.4dBi (which
bands ??, assume 2m & 70cm),  39", $85   Tested using Diamond DPK-4NM-N, mobile
magnetic mount, N connectors, 13ft. coax with 0.8dB loss.   I got good agreement at
443MHz with 6.9dBi vs. 6.4dBi spec.   Nominal +3dBi gain over rest of band.

Larsen NMO440C  70cm Mobile whip.  5.6dBi, 430-450MHz, 5/8λ,  NMO mount, 31",
$25.   Tested using Larsen, 3" dia. mobile magnetic mount, NMO connector, 12ft. RG-58
coax with 1.2dB loss.    I got good agreement of 5.1dBi vs. 5.6dBi at 443MHz.   Decen,
low cost, antenna over whole 420-450 band.

Diamond RH951S    2m/70cm HT flexible whip.  Gain = +6dB relative to typical stock
HT antennas,  what band?  i.e. no real world spec. given ! !   BNC, 14" flexible whip, $45
I measure roughly -2dBi.

Nagoya NA-771:   2m/70cm HT flexible whip.  Gain = 2.15dBi  2m/70cm, which band
is spec. for ??, 15" flexible whip, SMA, $17       I measure -3 to 0 dBi over band.

AEA Telescoping 70cm, BNC antenna:   Apparently AEA no longer makes antennas.
No specs. nor model # found.   7 5/8" to 15 3/4" (tested fully extended), black shrink
tubing with AEA logo over base loading coil, BNC, $ ?  (find at swap fests, or e-bay)
This antenna is shown in Fig. 3  --- Best HT antenna found for coverage of  420-450
band with about 0dBi gain ! !
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